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A B S T R A C T

The large-deflection behavior of the clamped stiffened plates subjected to confined blast load is inves-
tigated through experimental tests, theoretical calculation and numerical simulation in this paper. The
blast load in confined space lasts longer and has more complex form compared to the shock waves from
an open space explosion. The influence of elastic-plastic effect on the dynamic response of blast loaded
plate should be taken into account in theoretical prediction of permanent displacement. Besides, evident
yield lines, which could change the deformed shape of the plates, can be always found around the clamped
edges and the diagonals of plates. The global deformation of a plate cannot be represented by a simple
shape function of a smooth surface. In this paper, a series of experimental tests of square stiffened plates
under confined blast load was conducted. Based on experimental observation and assumed-modes, an
elastic-plastic analytical model for blast loaded stiffened plates is presented, in which the effects of yield
line pattern and elastic-plastic deformation are considered. The Lagrange motion equation that con-
tains the total strain energy, potential energy and kinetic energy of stiffened plates and blast load system
is established and solved. Numerical simulations are performed to investigate the influence of strain rate
effect of material and boundary conditions on the dynamic responses of stiffened plates. By comparing
the numerical results, the rationality of hypothetic conditions employed in analytical model is verified.
The classical rigid-plastic and elastic-plastic methods were also used to calculate the dynamic response
and permanent displacements of test specimens. The comparison results showed that the theoretical cal-
culation model presented in this paper is feasible and of high precision and practicability.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The stiffened plate is the most fundamental structure and widely
used in marine industry such as ship hull and offshore topside struc-
tures. These structures are occasionally subjected to blast hazard
such as gas explosion, free air blast or confined blast load during
combat environment or terrorist attack. The blast hazard in these
structures will lead to total collapse of facilities and loss of life. It
is of great importance to predict dynamic responses of blast loaded
plates in design phase to ensure the safety of structures or reduce
the level of damage. Explosively driven dynamic response of ductile
metals is a very complex process which involves events such as
plastic flow at relative high strain rates, large elastic-plastic defor-
mation and tear failure of plates. Researches in this filed are focused
on the twomost important aspects: determination of blast load from
explosions and prediction of dynamic responses of stiffened plates
using experimental, numerical and theoretical approaches [1–7].

The rigid, perfectly plastic method used to estimate the resid-
ual deformation of metal plate was firstly developed by Jones [8–10].
In general, yield lines formed in plates were always taken into
account in rigid-plastic analytical models for blast loaded plates
[9–13]. The rectangular plate was modeled with rigid segments
interconnected by yield lines, which yielded a roof-shaped dis-
placement in most rigid-plastic analytical models. This method
provided relatively accurate results when the ratio of initial kinetic
energy to maximum possible elastic strain energy was larger than
about 10 and the load pulse duration was sufficiently short with
respect to the fundamental natural period of elastic vibration. Based
on rigid-plastic membrane theory and the concept of the instan-
taneous mode approximation technique, a theoretical model was
present by Nurick and Martin [14,15] to predict the transverse dis-
placements of thin circular, square and rectangular plates subjected
to transverse impulsive loading, and the results from the model
agreed well with the experimental data in the range where the per-
manent displacement was up to 12 times the thickness of the plate.
Besides, a lot of interesting research works related to the dynamic
responses of plates were presented, and some simplified theoret-
ical models were also proposed and validated by experimental or
numerical results [16–22].
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While a rapidly decayed blast load is applied instantaneously and
the intensity is several times larger than the static collapse load of
structure, large deformation occurs within a very short time of the
order of microseconds. The rigid-plastic method is appropriate for
the rapid assessment of dynamic response of blast loaded struc-
tures. However, when an explosion occurs in a confined space, the
characteristics of blast load are different from those in open cir-
cumstance. A quasi-static pressure load with a long duration will
be generated after initial and reflected shock waves due to limita-
tion of structures [5]. Symonds and Frye [23] demonstrated that
when the pulse duration was relatively long or the structure was
relatively stiff, the rigid-plastic solution was non-conservative com-
paredwith the elastic-plastic solution. A series of tests was conducted
by Schleyer et al. [7] to study the dynamic large-deflection of mild
steel plates subjected to uniform pulse pressure loads with a longer
total pulse duration. Multi-element elastic-plastic models of stiff-
ened plates were developed by Schleyer et al. [6,7,24–28] in which
the bi-axial behavior of the plate was represented by one-
dimensional finite strips. The in-plane restraint of the plate was
approximated using non-linear translation springs. Turvey and Salehi
[29] proposed an elastic-plastic theory to analyze the large defor-
mation behavior of circular stiffened plates, and the corresponding
discrete solution was also presented in their publication.

In previous research, the assumed-mode analysis was based on
simple structural models in which stiffened plates were assumed
to deform in a prescribed form. The deformation shape function of
a square plate was always simplified as a cosine or sine function
[6,7,27,28]. The work of Schleyer and co-workers [6,7] used non-
linear rotational spring elements to model the onset of a plastic
hinge, but did not incorporate the yield line pattern or the poten-
tial transient movement of the plastic hinge. However, the
experimental observations had revealed that evident yield lines could
be found around the sides and the diagonals of plates under intense

dynamic loads [7]. Yield lines could greatly change the deformed
shape of the plates during the dynamic process. Therefore, the global
deformation of a plate cannot be represented by a simple shape func-
tion approximately.

In this paper, experimental tests of stiffened plates under con-
fined blast load were firstly conducted in Section 2. In Section 3,
an elastic-plastic analytical approach for blast loaded stiffened plates
is presented, which considers the influences of membrane force,
elastic deformation and yield line pattern in deformed plates. In an-
alytical model, the deformed stiffened plate is divided into two
different parts composed of the central region with smooth surface
and the surrounding plastic stretch zone, and corresponding shape
functions are given. Based on energy conservation and Lagrange’s
equation, the dynamic response of the stiffened plate is derived by
theoretical calculation. In Section 4, numerical simulations are per-
formed to investigate the influence of strain rate effect of material.
The classical rigid-plastic and elastic-plastic methods were also em-
ployed to obtain the permanent displacements of test specimens.
The conclusions and discussions are finally presented in Section 5.

2. Experimental tests

In this paper, a series of experimental tests of clamped stiff-
ened plates subjected to confined blast load was carried out, and
the permanent displacements of test plates were obtained.

2.1. Test facility and specimens

The experimental device was designed to produce confined blast
load acting on the stiffened plates. The device is actually a struc-
tural chamber made from high strength steel as shown in Fig. 1. The
construction and dimension of the device are shown schematical-
ly in Fig. 2. The length of the device is 1800mm, and both the width

Nomenclature

w transverse displacement of plate
w1 transverse displacement of surrounding parts
w2 transverse displacement of central part
Z Z1 2, generalized transverse displacements
� �Z Z1 2, generalized transverse velocities
�� ��Z Z1 2, generalized transverse accelerations
ε εx y, in-plane strains in x and y direction
γ xy in-plane shear strain in x–y plane
u v, horizontal and longitudinal displacements
ε0 in-plane elastic limit strain
γ 0 in-plane elastic limit shear strain
Uc-b bending strain energy of central part of plate
Uc-me elastic membrane strain energy of central

part of plate
Uc-mp plastic membrane strain energy of central

part of plate
Us-me elastic membrane strain energy of surrounding

parts of plate
Us-mp plastic membrane strain energy of surrounding

parts of plate
Ust strain energy of stiffeners
Ul strain energy of plastic hinges in the plate
ε in-plane strain of surrounding parts of plate
L length of one-quarter symmetry model
l projected length of yield lines in x direction
σ0 static yield stress
σd dynamic yield stress

τ0 elastic limit of shear stress
δ plate thickness
θ the rotation angle of plastic hinge along

clamped edges
θ1 the rotation angle of plastic hinge along

connecting lines of central and surrounding part
θ2 the rotation angle of oblique plastic hinge

along the diagonals of plate
Mp the plastic bending strain energy of plate with

unit width
p t( ) magnitude of pressure loading at time t
P magnitude of equivalent rectangular pressure load
τd duration of simplified blast load
U total strain energy
V total potential energy
T kinetic energy
Ms the moment of the plastic hinge in the stiffener
PE loss of potential energy of load
ρ density of material
�w transverse velocity

ws transverse displacement of stiffener
xs the X position of the stiffener in x–y plane
θs the rotation angle of the plastic hinge in

the stiffener
E Young’s modulus of materials
A cross-sectional area of the stiffener
b thickness of the stiffener
h height of the stiffener
I 2nd moment of area of stiffener
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and the height are 1100 mm. The chamber was designed to be
strong enough to minimize the deformation of walls under con-
fined blast load. A venting hole is located at the center of the front
wall, as shown in Fig. 3. The area of venting hole can be changed
through installation of different hollow flange plates to alter the blast
load acting on test specimens. The test specimens were fixed upon
the support plates at both ends of device by 36 M16 bolts. After the
test plates were clamped to both ends, the TNT charge hung in the
middle of test rig was initiated to generate blast load, as shown in
Fig. 4.

The tests involved 10 square stiffened plates made from the same
material. All plates used in the experiment were one-way stiff-
ened with two or three flats, as shown in Fig. 1. The stiffened plates
were clamped to both ends of the test rig with bolts and support
plates. The test specimens of stiffened plates with the size of
1100 mm × 1100 mmwere made from Q235 low carbon steel with
different thicknesses. The effective loading area of the test stiff-
ened plates was 800 mm × 800 mm when clamped to ends of the
device. The clamping frame provided rotational and translational
restraints through the support plates located against the test plates
by bolts. According to the assembly requirements of the clamp frame
and test plates, the diameters of bolt holes in the test plates and
clamp frame are 2 mm larger than those of bolts. The geometrical
size of test stiffened plates is shown in Fig. 5. The stiffened plates
weremanufactured by welding steel flats (800mm long) to the plate

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Test facility of stiffened plates under confined blast load.

(a) Front view (dimension in mm)

(b) Side view (dimension in mm)

Clamped
boundary

18 mm dia.
bolt holes

Fig. 2. Dimension of the experimental setup. (a) Front view (dimension in mm).
(b) Side view (dimension in mm). Fig. 3. Adjustable venting hole in the front wall.
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using the carbon dioxide welding method. In order to minimize the
distortion of the plate due to the heat generated in the welding
process, the stitch welding technique was adopted in the manu-
facturing of the stiffened plates. The performance of the stitch welds
on blast loaded plates at large deformations has been experimen-
tally verified by Kong et al. [5].

2.2. Test results

Ten square stiffened plates were tested with different thick-
nesses and load conditions. Before dynamic tests, the ultrasonic
thickness gauge was used for accurate measurement of thick-
nesses of plates and stiffeners. Ten cases are considered in the paper,
and the corresponding geometry of test stiffened plates and load
conditions including the mass of TNT and the area of venting hole
are listed in Table 1. After the tests, the three-dimensional laser
scanner was used to measure the permanent deformation of blast
loaded plates.

Under confined blast load, all the test stiffened plates had ex-
perienced large deflection, as shown in Fig. 6. Besides, evident yield
lines around the clamped boundary and along the diagonals of test
specimens can be found. Yield lines greatly change the deformed
shape of the plates during the dynamic response process. The de-
formed plate exhibits distinctive diagonal yield lines and an abrupt
change in curvature across the plate, as shown in Fig. 6. The trans-
verse displacement of different cross sections of deformed plate in
case 5 is shown in Fig. 7 as an example. The measured permanent
displacements at center of test plates range from 6 to 22 times the
thickness of plate. In general, it is necessary to take the membrane

force into consideration in analytical models when deflections are
of the order of one-half the plate thickness or more. The perma-
nent displacements at center of stiffened plates are given in Table 2.
The displacement of the cross section close to clamped edges appears
a flat part due to the influence of yield line pattern. It is evident
that the global deformation of a plate cannot be represented by a
simple shape function of a smooth surface approximately. The plate
and stiffeners deformed compatibly without evident local defor-
mation in the experiments. It seems that stiffeners on the plate have
insignificant influence on the deformation shape of stiffened plates
in the dynamic tests, which could be due to the weakness in bending
strength and free boundary constraints at both ends of the stiffen-
ers. Besides, the failure of the stitching welds between stiffeners and
plates had not been found during the dynamic test.

3. Analytical methods

3.1. Deformation mode of blast loaded stiffened plates

The permanent displacement of stiffened plates under blast loads
is generally greater than their thicknesses [7]. From the observa-
tion of experimental tests in Section 2, evident yield lines around
the clamped edges and the diagonals of specimens will greatly
change the deformation shape of the plates. The deformation mode
of blast loaded square stiffened platewith clamped supports is shown
in Fig. 8. Besides, due to the large-deflection behavior of stiffened
plates under explosion, the in-plane stretching caused by the de-
flection should also be taken into account. Based on experimental
observation, an elastic-plastic analytical model of the blast loaded
plates considering the effect of the yield line and in-plane strain is
established, as shown in Fig. 9. In this model, the deformed stiff-
ened plate was divided into two parts, the central region (central
part) with smooth surface and the surrounding plastic stretching
zone (surrounding part). Yield lines along the clamped edges,

Venting hole

Cylindrical explosive

Stiffened plate

Clamped 
boundary

Clamped 
boundary

Clamped 
boundary

Clamped 
boundary

Stiffened plate
Blast 
load

Blast 
load

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the test rig.

Table 1
Dimensions of stiffened plates and load conditions.

Plate
ref.

Plate
thickness
δ (mm)

Number
of ribs

Length of
stiffeners
(mm)

Thickness
of stiffeners
b (mm)

Height of
stiffeners
h (mm)

Radius of
venting
hole
(mm)

Mass
of
TNT
(g)

1 1.6 2 800 1.6 20 50 55
2 1.6 2 800 1.6 25 50 55
3 1.6 2 800 2.3 25 50 55
4 2.3 2 800 2.3 30 50 55
5 2.3 3 800 2.3 30 50 55
6 3.7 2 800 2.7 30 75 110
7 3.7 3 800 2.7 30 75 110
8 3.7 3 800 2.7 40 75 110
9 4.8 2 800 3.7 30 100 200
10 4.8 2 800 4.8 30 100 200

Table 2
Permanent displacements of test stiffened plates.

Plate
ref.

Residual
deformation (mm)

Plate
ref.

Residual
deformation (mm)

1 35.876 6 25.919
2 35.374 7 24.058
3 33.607 8 22.243
4 24.926 9 32.408
5 23.052 10 31.511
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diagonal lines and connecting lines between central and surround-
ing parts are also considered. In the present study, it is assumed
that deformation histories of plate and stiffeners are compatible
during the dynamic process. As observed in experiments, the plate
and stiffeners deformed together without evident local deforma-
tion. Thus, the influence of stiffeners on the deformation profile of
the plate is not considered in the theoretical model. In view of sym-
metry of square plates, a quarter of the plate is selected in the

analytical models. Based on assumed modes, the global deforma-
tion of the stiffened plate is expressed as

w
w
Z w

=
+

⎧
⎨
⎩

1

1 2

for surrounding part
for central part

(1)

where w1, w2 represent transverse displacements of surrounding
parts and central part, respectively. Z1 is the generalized trans-
verse displacement. The transverse displacement is the sum of Z1

and w2, as shown in Fig. 9.
The displacement of surrounding parts of stiffened plates is rep-

resented by:

w

L x
L l

Z l x L y x

L y
L l

Z l y L x y
1

1

1

0

0
=

−
−

⋅ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

−
−

⋅ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

⎧

⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

;

;
(2)

The displacement of central part of stiffened plates is repre-
sented by

w Z
x
l

y
l

x y l2 2 2 2
0= ≤ ≤cos cos ,

π π
(3)

where Z2 is the maximum displacement of central part based on
transverse displacement Z1 of surrounding part.

3.2. Strain energy of central part of plate

While the deflection of plate is considerably larger than its thick-
ness, terms of third order and third order above in the Taylor
expansion of strain could be neglected in the analysis for simplic-
ity. The strain in x direction is given by:

εx
u
x

w
x

= ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1
2

2
2

(4)

Similarly, the strain in y direction is given by:

ε y
v
y

w
y

= ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1
2

2
2

(5)

According to the definition of shear strain, disregarding the terms
of third order and third order above, the shear strain is given by:

γ xy
u
y

v
x

w
x

w
y

= ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

∂
∂

2 2 (6)

The total potential energy of the deformed stiffened plate system
mainly includes the bending strain energy of the plate in central
part Uc-b, elastic-plastic membrane strain energy of the plate in
central part Uc-m , the total strain energy of stiffeners in central part
Ust , the elastic-plastic membrane strain energy of the plate in

(a) Stiffened plates with two ribs (dimension in mm)

(b) Stiffened plates with three ribs (dimension in mm)

(c) Section A-A

A A

A A

Fig. 5. Geometrical size of test stiffened plates. (a) Stiffened plates with two ribs (di-
mension in mm). (b) Stiffened plates with three ribs (dimension in mm).

Fig. 6. Deformation of test stiffened plate under confined blast load.
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surrounding parts Us-m , the plastic strain energy of plastic hinges
Ul and the potential energy loss PE due to the blast load.

The bending strain energy of the plate in central part is given
by

U
E w

x
w
y

w
x

w
c-b = −( )

∂
∂

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

+ ∂
∂

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

+ ∂
∂

∂δ
υ

υ
3

2

2
2

2

2 2
2
2

2 2
2

2

2

24 1
2 22

200

2
2

2

2 1

∂
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

+ −( ) ∂
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⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

∫∫ y

w
x y

dxdy

ll

υ (7)

where δ is the thickness of plate; υ is the Poisson’s ratio of material.
The elastic membrane strain energy of the plate is given by:

U
E

dxdyx y x y xy

ll

c-me = −( ) + + + −( )⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥∫∫δ

υ
ε ε υε ε υ γ

2 1
2

1
2
1

2
2 2 2

00
(8)

The Eq. (8) can be only used for calculating the elastic mem-
brane strain energy of the plate. After the yielding occurs, the plastic
strain energy of the plate should be determined. In this paper, the
elastic perfectly-plastic material, as shown in Fig. 10, is used to define
the stress strain curve of the material.

The static yield stress of the material is represented by σ0 . The
elastic limit strain is ε0 . According to von Mises yield criterion, the

elastic limit of shear stress is given by τ σ0 0 3= . The elastic limit
of strain components are given by

ε σ0 0= E (9)

γ τ0 0= G (10)

where E and G are the elastic modulus and shear modulus of the
material, respectively.

If the stiffened plate enters the plastic deformation stage ε ε> 0 ,
the elastic-plastic membrane strain energy of the stiffened plate is
given as:

U dxdydzx y xy

l

c-mp = + + − + +( )⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥∫∫ σ ε σ ε τ γ σ ε σ ε τ γ

δ
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

00

1
200

l

∫
(11)
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Fig. 7. Transverse displacements in different cross section of deformed plate with yield lines in Case 5.

x

y

2L

2L

Fig. 8. Deformation mode of blast loaded stiffened plate with clamped supports
(①, surrounding parts; ②, central part).

Fig. 9. Assumed mode of deformation of clamped square stiffened plates subject
to blast loads.
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3.3. Strain energy of surrounding parts of plate

The shape function given in Eq. (2) is used to represent the global
deformation of the surrounding parts of plates, as indicated in Fig. 11.
As the surrounding parts of plate are defined as planar stretch zone,
the influence of bending effects is neglected.

The elastic strain energy of the plate in surrounding parts is given
by:

U E dxdydz
L lL l

s-me = ∫∫∫
−+ 1

2
2

000
ε

δ
(12)

As the rotation angle of yield lines at the clamped edges θ is very
small, it can be considered to be equal to tanθ approximately.

θ θ≈ =
−

tan
Z

L l
1 (13)

Therefore, the in-plane strain at any point in surrounding parts
of the plate, as indicated in Fig. 12, is given by:

ε
θ

=
+ −( ) −( )

−
=

−
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1 1 1
2

2
1

2tan L l

L l
Z

L l
(14)

After the yielding occurs, the plastic strain energy of the plate
in surrounding parts is given by:

U dxdydz
L lL l

s-mp = −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟∫∫∫

−+
σ ε σ ε

δ
0 0 0

000

1
2

(15)

3.4. Strain energy of plastic hinges

3.4.1. Rotation angle of plastic hinges
The rotation angle of surrounding part around yield line at

clamped edge is represented by θ . The relative rotation angle
between central and surrounding part around connecting line is rep-
resented by θ θ− 1. θ1 is the rotation angle of central part around
the connecting line, which is given by:

θ θ π π
1 1

2 2

2 2
≈ = − ∂

∂
=

=
tan cos

w
x

Z
l

y
lx l

(16)

In general, it is assumed that along the x axis ( y = 0) or the y
axis ( x = 0), the rotation angle of central part and surrounding part
around the connection line between these two parts is considered
to be approximately equal, and denoted as θ :

θ θ≈ = − ∂
∂ =

=
tan

w
x

x l
y

2

0
(17)

Substituting Eq. (3) and Eq. (13) into Eq. (17), the ratio between
generalized transverse displacements Z1 and Z2 is given by:

Z
Z

Z
Z

Z
Z

L l
l

1

2

1

2

1

2 2
= = = −( )�

�
��
��

π (18)

In order to determine the rotation angle of plastic hinges along
the diagonals of the plate, a reference plane perpendicular to the
yield line BF through point F is given, and this plane is perpendic-
ular to the x–y plane and intersects with it on the line GH, as shown
in Fig. 13. The points G and H are the intersection points of the line
GH and boundary of the plate. Provided that Z1 is the displace-
ment of point F, the distance between the point F′ and line GH is
considered to be equal to Z1. The relative rotation angle between
adjacent surrounding parts around yield line BF is represented by
θ2 , which is given by

Fig. 10. Stress–strain relation of elastic perfectly-plastic materials.

B

F

x

y

0 l L-l

l

L

B

F

l
B

F

Post-deformation

L-
l

L -
l+

l

L

l

F

B

L

B

F

l L

Fig. 11. Schematic plot of surrounding parts of deformed square plate.

Fig. 12. Schematic plot for rotation angle of surrounding part of deformed square
plate at clamped edges.

Fig. 13. Schematic plot for rotation angle of yield lines in deformed square plate.
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θ ξ η2 1 1 1= +( )Z (19)

ξ α η α= =l ly ytan cot (20)

where α is the angle between the yield line BF and the boundary
BD, and ly is the length of the yield line BF. Finally, the rotation angle
of oblique plastic hinges around the diagonals of plate is given by:

θ α α2
1= +( )Z

l
cot tan (21)

For the square stiffened plates, α = °45 .

3.4.2. Strain energy of plastic hinges
The plastic bending strain energy of the plate per unit width is

given by

M zdzp = =∫2 1
40

0
2

0
2σ σ δ

δ

(22)

where σ0 is the yield strength of material and δ is the thickness
of the plate.

The rotation angle around yield lines at clamped edges is rep-
resented by θ . The strain energy of plastic hinge along clamped edges
is given by:

U M dy
L

l p1
0

= ∫ θ (23)

Similarly, the strain energy of plastic hinges along the connect-
ing lines between central and surrounding part is given by:

U M dy
l

l p2 1
0

= −( )∫ θ θ (24)

The strain energy of plastic hinges along the diagonals of square
plates is given by:

U M dx
ly

l p3 2
0

= ∫ θ (25)

The total energy of plastic hinges in the stiffened plate system
is given by:

U U U Ul l l l= + +2 21 2 3 (26)

3.5. Strain energy of the stiffeners

In the experimental tests, both ends of stiffeners on the plate are
free from boundary constraints. In analytical models, only the flex-
ural strain energy of stiffeners is taken into account while the
membrane strain energy is neglected.

Provided that the X position of stiffener is represented by xs, the
shape function which represents the global elastic-plastic defor-
mation of the stiffeners is given by:

w
Z

L y
L l

Z Z
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l

y
l
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for surrounding part

for centr
=

⋅ −
−

+

1

1 2 2 2
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The strain energy of the stiffener includes the flexural strain energy
of the stiffener and the strain energy of the plastic hinges in the stiff-
ener. The flexural strain energy of the stiffener is given by
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where I is the 2nd moment of area of the stiffener.

The rotation angle of the plastic hinge in the stiffener is given
by:
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Then, the strain energy of the plastic hinge in the stiffener is given
by:

E Ms s s2 = −( )θ θ (30)

where Ms is the plastic bending moment at the location of plastic
hinge in the stiffener.

Finally, the total strain energy of the stiffeners is given by:

U E Est s s= +1 2 (31)

3.6. Total potential and kinetic energy of the system

The potential energy loss due to the blast load p t( ) is given by:

P p t wdxdy
LL

E = − ( )∫∫ 00
(32)

The total potential energy of the system (strain energy of all el-
ements of the stiffened plate system and potential energy loss due
to blast load) is given by:

V U U U U U P= + + + + +c-b c-m s-m l st E (33)

The kinetic energy of the plate is given by:

T w dxdydz
LL

p = ∫∫∫12
2

000
ρ

δ
� (34)

The kinetic energy of the stiffener is given by

T Aw dy
L

s s= ∫ 1
2

2

0
ρ � (35)

where ρ is the density of material, A is the cross-sectional area of
the stiffener.

Finally, the total kinetic energy of the stiffened plate system is
given by:

T T T= +p s (36)

3.7. Blast load

In the theoretical analysis, based on the impulse equivalent prin-
ciple, the irregular blast loads can be substituted equivalently by a
rectangular pressure load which keeps constant within the effec-
tive time [20]. In this approach, it is also assumed that the equivalent
rectangular pressure load applied uniformly on the stiffened plates.
The load–time relation of the equivalent rectangular pressure load
is expressed as:

p t
P t

t
( ) = ≤ ≤

≥
⎧
⎨
⎩

0
0

τ
τ

(37)

3.8. Lagrange’s equation for the blast loaded plates

The total potential energy and the kinetic energy of the stiff-
ened plate system are related through a non-linear, differential
equation by substituting V and T in terms of the generalized dis-
placement Z1 and Z2 into Lagrange’s equation:
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Eq. (38) can be solved numerically using time-stepping numer-
ical integration scheme. In this paper, the fifth-order Runge–Kutta
scheme is employed. The solution to the differential equation fur-
nishes the generalized displacement Z1 and Z2 in Eq. (2) and Eq.
(3). Then, the dynamic response of the stiffened plate, as indi-
cated in Eq.(1), can be achieved.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Numerical simulations of blast loaded plates

In the analytical model that presented in Section 3, the strain
rate effect of material was not taken into account and ideal fixed
boundary condition was adopted for simplicity. In this part, the in-
fluence of these simplified treatments on the predicted results was
presented and discussed by means of numerical simulations.

Numerical simulations are performed with the commercial code
ANSYS AUTODYN 15.0. In the numerical model, the plates and stiff-
eners were discretized by the bilinear four-node quadrilateral shell
elements with one quadrature point, and the fully coupled Eulerian
Lagrangian approaches are employed to simulate the coupling in-
teraction between blast load and stiffened plate. The structural
chamber is treated as the rigid boundary of air. The flow-out bound-
ary is applied to the zone where the venting hole located. The fully
supported boundary is applied to the clamped part of stiffened plates.

The rotational and translational freedoms of all nodes at the clamped
boundary are restrained. The FE model of stiffened plate and fluid
is shown schematically in Fig. 14.

The plates and stiffeners are made from Q235 low carbon steel.
In numerical simulation, the Johnson–Cook constitutive relation is
selected to model the material behavior of the stiffened plates [30].

σ ε εd p * *= +( ) +( ) −( )A B C Tn m1 1ln � (39)

where A B C n, , , and m are material parameters. εp is the effective
plastic strain, � � �ε ε ε* p= 0 is the effective plastic strain rate at a ref-
erence strain rate �ε0 11= −s and the homologous temperature
T T T T T* r m r= −( ) −( ) where T is the material temperature, Tr is
the room temperature, and Tm is the melting temperature of ma-
terial. Mechanical properties of Q235 low carbon steel, summarized
in Table 3, are obtained from in-house tests.

(a) The FE model of stiffened plates

(b) The FE model of air

Fig. 14. Full 3-D FE model of stiffened plates and fluid. (a) FE model of stiffened plates. (b) FE model of air.

Table 3
Mechanical properties of material.

Mass density ρ 7850 kg/m3

Poisson ratio ν 0.28
Young’s modulus E 2.06 × 1011 Pa
Yielding stress A 270 × 106 Pa
Strain hardening modulus B 275 × 106 Pa
Strain hardening index n 0.36
Strain rate hardening index C 0.022
Temperature softening parameter m 1.03
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The displacement and strain histories at the center of plates are
selected as output in numerical simulations. The numerical results
of permanent displacement of stiffened plates are listed in Table 4.
The maximum strain rate of impulsive blast loaded plate is of the
order of �ε ≈ −− −10 1001 1s s [31]. In dynamic tests, the confined blast
load, due to reflection of blast wave, has a long duration and a rel-
atively high peak pressure. As indicated in the numerical results,
the maximum strain rate of deflected stiffened panels under inter-
nal explosion is about �ε ≈ ∼ −20 30 1s . In this range of strain rates, the
Johnson–Cook constitutive relation of Q235 low carbon steel pre-
dicts a very small change in the flow stress. Another series of
numerical simulations not considering material’s strain rate are con-
ducted to investigate the influence of strain rate effect on dynamic

response of stiffened plates, in which the parameter C in Eq. (39)
is set as zero. The results of permanent displacement of stiffened
plates in all cases are listed in Table 5. It is found that the strain rate
effect of material does not have significant influence on the final
deformation of internal blast loaded stiffened plates for the exper-
imental specimens. However, this may not always be the case when
highly strain rate sensitive materials are considered or obvious local
response and tearing have been observed. It is reasonable to exclude
the effect of material’s strain rate in the theoretical model for stiff-
ened plates in the experiments considered in the paper.

Since the displacement histories of all test plates are similar, the
deformation contour plot of stiffened plate in Case 1 is shown in
Fig. 15, as an example. It is clearly shown that plate and stiffeners
deformed compatibly without evident local deformation. Studies
[6,7] have revealed that in-plane displacement at the clamped
boundary has significant influence on the large deformation of plate
subjected to pulse pressure load. In-plane displacement will result
in larger transverse deflection of plates. However, the in-plane dis-
placement at the clamped boundary is strongly related to clamping
force, friction interaction and displacement constraints provided by
experimental setup (bolts and support plates). If the in-plane clamp-
ing force is sufficient or the load intensity is relatively low, the loaded
plate experiences relatively small transverse displacement, and the
clamped constraint force is almost enough to restrict the in-plane
displacement at the clamped boundary. On the other hand, if the
clamped boundary is too weak to provide enough clamping force
or the load intensity is too high, apparent in-plane displacement

Table 4
Experimental and numerical results of permanent displacements at center of stiffened plates.

Plate
ref.

Experimental
results (mm)

Numerical
results (mm)

Relative
error (%)

Plate
ref.

Experimental
results (mm)

Numerical
results (mm)

Relative
error (%)

1 35.876 35.953 0.21 6 25.919 25.046 −3.37
2 35.374 35.449 0.21 7 24.058 24.127 0.29
3 33.607 34.539 2.77 8 22.243 21.053 −5.35
4 24.926 26.418 5.99 9 32.408 30.596 −5.59
5 23.502 24.451 4.04 10 31.511 29.818 −5.37

Table 5
The influence of strain rate effect on the permanent displacements of plates in nu-
merical simulations.

Plate
ref.

Numerical
results
with strain
rate effect
(mm)

Numerical
results
without
strain rate
effect (mm)

Plate
ref.

Numerical
results
with strain
rate effect
(mm)

Numerical
results
without
strain rate
effect (mm)

1 35.953 36.234 6 25.046 25.360
2 35.449 35.636 7 24.127 24.437
3 34.539 34.620 8 21.053 21.450
4 26.418 26.652 9 30.596 30.720
5 24.451 24.610 10 29.818 30.023

Fig. 15. Deformation profile of stiffened plates in Case 1 in numerical simulation.
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could be found at the clamped boundary, then it is necessary to take
the in-plane displacement into consideration in the theoretical and
numerical analysis. As indicated in Table 4, even though the per-
manent displacements in some cases were underestimated slightly
in numerical simulations, good agreement has been achieved
between experimental and numerical results with ideal fixed con-
straints. It is indicated that the in-plane constraints provided by
experimental setup is enough in tests. It is reasonable to take the
clamped boundary in the experiments as ideal fully fixed condi-
tion in the theoretical model.

4.2. Results of analytical method

Since the in-plane displacement is small, the strain compo-
nents originating from u and v could be neglected in the dynamic
analysis. The strain components in Eqs. (4)–(6) can be simplified
as:
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(40)

In experimental tests, cylindrical TNT charge was hung in the
middle of the chamber to generate blast load for stiffened plates.
The blast load in confined space involves the initial shock wave with
very short time, several later-reflected pulses and the quasi-static
pressure load with a longer duration. The simplified blast loads used
in analytical models for test plates are given in Table 6.

The analytical method presented in this paper is employed to
predict the elastic-plastic response of test plates in experiments.
According to the detailed information described above, the Eq. (38)
in Section 2 is solved numerically. Subsequently, the generalized dis-
placements Z1 and Z2 in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are determined, and
finally the deformation-time history of stiffened plate under con-
fined blast load is obtained by Eq. (1).

Besides, an analytical method presented by Schleyer et al. [4,7],
in which the bi-axial behavior of the plate was simulated by a
number of strips with finite width that lay in the orthogonal axes
of the plate, is used to predict the dynamic response of stiffened
plates for comparison.

A classical rigid-plastic analysis is also employed to predict the
large plastic deformation of stiffened plates. The empirical equa-
tion of rigid-plastic analysis, which is developed to predict the final
deformation of plates subjected to explosive loading [8], is given
below.

w

eδ
= +( ) −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦0 95 1 0 6637 12 1 2. . Φ (41)

where w is the final deformation of the plate, δe is the equivalent
plate thickness and Φ is a non-dimensional number proposed by
Nurick and Martin [14], which is defined as follows

Φ =
( )

I

ab
p

e y2 42 1 2δ ρσ
(42)

where Ip is the saturated impulse for rectangular pulse load, a and
b are half length and width of the plate, respectively, and σ y is
the yield stress.

The saturated impulse for simplified rectangular pressure load
is defined as

I Pp sat= τ (43)

where P is the pressure value of simplified blast load in Eq. (37),
τsat is the saturated duration of the simplified pressure pulse,
which is defined as follows [32]

τ π ρ
σsat L=
6 0

(44)

where L is the length of one-quarter symmetry model, ρ is the
density of material, σ0 is the static yield stress of material.

In the experiments, all the stiffened plates experienced the similar
deformation pattern but with different residual deformation. The-
oretical and experimental results are shown in Figs. 16–18
respectively for stiffened plates subjected to different blast loads in
cases 1, 7 and 10.

In the present analytical results, the displacement at center of
stiffened plates increases rapidly and reaches its maximum value
at t ≈ 3ms , as shown in Figs. 16–18, in which the blue points rep-
resent the experimental results of permanent displacement at center
of stiffened plates. The displacement histories of the stiffened plates
oscillate after reaching the first peak. After reaching the first peak,
the displacement histories get into the rebound phase due to the
un-damped elastic oscillation in the theoretical analysis. The per-
manent displacements of stiffened plate are determined from the
average value of the oscillation. As indicated in Figs. 16–18, stiff-
ened plates in different load cases reach the maximum deflection
at almost the same time. With the increasing of plate thickness, the
displacement of subsequent spring back of deformed stiffened plate
increases accordingly, becausemore elastic energy is stored in thicker
plate.

Theoretical and experimental results of the center permanent
displacement are given in Table 7 for all stiffened plates. It is noted
that the permanent deformation of stiffened plates are severely over-
predicted by rigid-plastic model in all cases. The duration of the

Table 6
Simplified blast loads of each load case in experiments.

Load
case

Radius of venting
hole (mm)

Mass of
TNT (g)

Simplified blast load
P (kPa)

Load duration
τd (ms)

1 50 55 160.0 40
2 75 110 283.0 40
3 100 200 504.3 40
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Fig. 16. Displacement history at center of plate in Case 1.
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confined blast load is not sufficiently short compared with the fun-
damental elastic period of clamped stiffened plates, which are
denoted as τd and Tf , respectively. In the paper, the fundamental
elastic period of each stiffened plate is obtained through finite
element analysis, as listed in Table 8. Studies [6,23] have revealed

that elastic effects could be neglected when the load pulse dura-
tion is sufficiently short with respect to the fundamental elastic
period.

As indicated in Table 8, the ratio τd fT for confined blast load
is larger than 1 and do not conform to the prerequisite of the rigid-
plastic model. Therefore, the rigid-plastic solution overestimates the
permanent displacement of plates. However, the elastic-plastic
methods give more accurate results in all cases, as shown in
Figs. 16–18. From experimental results, it is noted that the perma-
nent displacement of stiffened plate is more sensitive to thickness
of plate rather than to size of the stiffeners attached to plate. It is
evident that the effect of membrane force plays an important role
in dynamic process when relatively large deformation occurs in blast
loaded stiffened plate. Compared to the experimental data, the results
of present analytical method, which takes the effect of yield lines
and deformation pattern of stiffened plates into consideration,
achieve good agreement with experimental results, as listed in
Table 7. The relative errors are less than 6% in all cases. Besides, the
permanent displacements obtained by present analytical method
and the elastic-plastic models in Schleyer et al. [7] are compared,
which revealed that the accuracy of the theoretical approach is
related to the shape function used to represent the deformed shape
of the stiffened plates. The results of present analytical method con-
sidering the influence of yield line pattern agree better with
experimental results than those of rigid-plastic method [8] and an-
alytical method proposed by Schleyer et al. [7]. The exact deformed
shape in analytical models would result in more accurate predic-
tion of dynamic elastic-plastic response of square stiffened plates
subjected to confined blast loads.

5. Conclusions

This paper aims to investigate the behavior of square stiffened
plates under confined blast load through analytical and experimen-
tal methods. A device for experiments of plates under confined blast
load was designed, and experimental tests of ten specimens were
conducted. From experimental observations and measurements, it
is revealed that the final deformation of stiffened plates is more sen-
sitive to thickness of plate than size of stiffeners attached to plate,
which means that the non-linear membrane effect plays an impor-
tant role in the dynamic process.

The dynamic response of stiffened plates under confined blast
load with a relatively long duration is greatly different from that
subjected to impulsive load of open space explosion. When the ratio
of the blast load duration to fundamental elastic period is not suf-
ficiently small, the elastic effect has remarkable influences on the
dynamic response of stiffened plates, and the classical rigid-
plastic method would overestimate the permanent displacement
of stiffened plates. The rotation of plastic hinges consumed energy
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Fig. 17. Displacement history at center of plate in Case 7.
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Fig. 18. Displacement history at center of plate in Case 10.

Table 7
Permanent displacement at center of plate predicted by different methods.

Plate
ref.

Experimental
results
(mm)

Rigid-plastic
results
(mm)

Elastic-plastic
Results based
on Ref. [7]
(mm)

Present
elastic-plastic
results
(mm)

Relative
error (%)

1 35. 876 59.180 42.983 34.200 −4.67
2 35.374 58.447 42.381 33.797 −4.46
3 33.607 56.901 41.878 33.421 −0.55
4 24.926 39.000 31.543 23.979 −3.80
5 23.052 37.533 31.502 23.465 +1.79
6 25.919 42.702 33.929 24.556 −5.26
7 24.058 41.448 33.826 24.187 +0.54
8 22.243 40.252 32.127 22.770 +2.37
9 32.408 58.719 42.850 31.164 −3.84
10 31.511 57.637 42.337 30.903 −1.93

Table 8
Fundamental elastic period and ratio of blast load duration to fundamental elastic
period for each stiffened plate.

Plate
ref.

Load duration
τd (ms)

Fundamental elastic
period Tf (ms)

Ratio of load duration
to fundamental elastic
period τd fT

1 40 20.9 1.914
2 40 17.4 2.299
3 40 15.8 2.532
4 40 12.9 3.101
5 40 11.4 3.509
6 40 10.9 3.670
7 40 10.5 3.810
8 40 8.3 4.819
9 40 10.7 3.738
10 40 9.4 4.255
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from blast events, and thus the total deflection of plate is usually
smaller when compared to conditions that the effect of plastic hinges
was not considered. Furthermore, yield lines change the de-
formed shape of plates. Correct description of deformed shape could
lead to more accurate modeling of the plates subjected to blast load.
The analytical method presented in this paper shows a proper de-
formation pattern of blast loaded stiffened plates.

From the comparison between experimental and theoretical
results, the present theoretical method gives good prediction of the
data from experiments, which validates that the analytical method
proposed in this paper can provide adequate predictions of the be-
havior of dynamic large deformation of confined blast loaded plates.
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